Zwift  Beginner Experiences

Introduction
Why did I wait some six years to sign up with Zwift? Apart from a rubbish internet connection
prior to May 2020, I guess the main motivation was the Pandemic. Whereas Spring 2020
was a pleasure to cycle on empty roads with brilliant weather, with the prospect of a second
lockdown and winter approaching, the idea of being out on the bike was not so appealling,
even if there was minimal traffic (which there wasn't).

Background
I have written this article as a male aged 68 who has no interest in racing on Zwift. My
understanding is that if you are thinking of racing you will need a power source that can be
verified, such as a power meter or smart trainer. This article should be viewed in the light of
my previous indoor riding (training?) using rollers and prior to that, a spin bike. Therefore for
me a classic/dumb trainer is a new experience.
My goal is to maintain fitness over the winter months. I ride alone, join group rides and have
done a few workouts. Consequently, I am not particulary concerned with my performance
relative to others and am therefore not too bothered about accurate power readings or inter
active/smart trainers. So long as I can keep up with group rides and feel the workouts are
worthwhile, then that is a definite improvement over my previous indoor riding activity
looking at a brick wall.

Initial Impressions (after a couple of months)
Immediate Benefits
Less kit washing
Negligible bike maintenance
No aggravation from other road users
Negligible chance of accidents
Mechanicals  merely an inconvenience should they occur
And personally: 
No chilblains
Backache, with which I have suffered since retirement in 2012, has effectively disappeared
Unanticipated Benefits
Addictive (is that a benefit?)  currently using Zwift most days, forcing myself to have a day
or two off each week. This is usually after a group ride that turns out to be faster than the
advertised pace!
Cycling (virtually) with others during the pandemic restrictions, either riding solo or with a
group.
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Solo Riding
There are several options: 
 Ride as a free spirit. Each route provides motivation in the form of sprints lasting less than
one minute and segments, which can be as long as a circuit of several miles.
 A "half way house" between
riding alone and with a group
are the Pace Partners. These
are bots that ride around
Watopia. You can join them
from the dropin screen, or you
may come across one whilst
riding a route. Your HeadsUp
display will acknowledge you
are riding with the bot. There
are four of these bots; one for
each ride category A,B,C and
D (see group rides below)

This image shows the
bot for Category D 
Dan Diesel who rides
around Watopia at an
average of around
1.5w/kg.

 Workouts. The game offers a host of options
categorised by time or objective, all of which
are based on your FTP (Functional Threshold
Power  see below). Riders doing workouts
appear to be reading a book  as the image.
You can give Ride Ons but those doing
workouts will be unable to reciprocate.

Training Plans. There are various plans available, lasting several weeks, depending on your
goals. I have yet to investigate.
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Group Rides
Ride Categories are based on Watts
per Kilogram (w/kg)
A = 4.0 and greater
B = 3.2  3.9
C = 2.5  3.1
D = less than 2.4
E = Everyone
So how do you determine your
w/kg? Either wait for the game to
give you a figure or take one of the
FTP tests. Divide this figure by your
weight in kilograms. For example, if your FTP is 150 watts and you weigh 50kg, then your
w/kg is 3.0. As in real life, I would recommend starting with a slower ride; in this example a D
ride, and work up. Most rides have a ride leader, indicated by the yellow beacon, as above.
As a beginner, I have found it
quite difficult to hold my position
in a group. This is primarily
down to my use of a speed
sensor, which causes a delay in
the game. A few seconds lapse
of concentration (perhaps
responding to a Ride On) will
see you drop down through the
bunch, or even off the back.
This will necessitate sprinting to
get back in and may result in
overshooting until you become practised at anticipating the delay. (There would be negligible
delay if you were using a power meter or smart trainer.)

Functional Threshold Power (FTP)
At the end of your first ride Zwift will give you
a FTP figure if your ride is of sufficient length
for a value to be calculated. Zwift monitors
every ride and will update your FTP if it
registers an increase. As mentioned
previously, there are FTP tests if you are
keen to be proactive.
Note:  your avatar will stand on the pedals
when you are putting out more than double
your FTP. (Your avatar will also stand on the
pedals if the incline is more than 3% and
your cadence is less than 70)
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This is not me  by the way

Further thoughts
You may not be successful signing up for a ride at the last minute. I tried joining a ride
using the Companion app 5 minutes before the start time. Although the app showed I had
signed up for the ride, it did not register on the device running the Game. So I missed out.
When joining a ride you do not have to wait for ages in the starting pen. You need only
join with, say, one minute to go which gives the game sufficient time to switch worlds, if
necessary.
Signal Drops  Although my wifi was fine initially, I recently suffered a couple of major drop
outs on consecutive rides. (My setup in the garage is about 10 metres from the router.) If the
dropout is for only a few seconds you will find yourself at the back (if you're lucky). Anything
longer you will be off the back with little chance of getting back on, especially if the gap is
greater than 30 secs. I have mostly resolved this using power line adapters and converting
an old router into a wifi extender. Although the extender has not increased the internet
download speed, it appears to have given a stronger signal and I've only had a couple of
signal drops since, which were service faults rather than wifi issues.
Classic/Dumb Trainer v Smart Trainer  The vast majority of Zwifters (95%) use power
meters and/or smart trainers. The "race results" of a couple of recent group rides showed
that out of more than 200 riders, less than a dozen of us were on classic trainers. This
naturally leads me to question whether the expense of a smart trainer would be worthwhile;
the benefits being increased power accuracy, interactivity (meaning you would "feel" inclines
and descents) and a reduction in game latency if using a speed sensor.
My classic trainer cost £30; a good quality wheelon smart trainer would cost around £400
new and a direct drive (wheeloff) trainer would be between £550 and £1,200 new. The
established advice is to buy new from a local retailer in the event of problems. Add to that
the hassle of firmware updates and the majority of trainers transmitting power requiring spin
down calibrations; these can vary from every ride to whenever the trainer is moved or there
is a change in temperature. The Tacx Neo series are an exception, not requiring calibration.
My understanding is that if you only ride Zwift's flat courses, then a classic trainer will be fine
providing you are happy with the game's interpretation of your power. A classic trainer is also
fine for workouts as the interactivity aspect is disabled. (The exception to this is workouts
that use ERG mode.) On hilly courses the game will slow down your avatar no matter what
trainer you're using  however with a smart trainer you will feel it. To go faster uphill you have
to pedal harder (obviously) but on a classic trainer you will need to use a higher gear (which
is opposite to real life). Conversely, when descending on a classic trainer it is easy to get
dropped as you need to pedal harder compared to those on smart trainers (who experience
less resistance  see Trainer Difficulty below).
In summary, it will feel easier to ascend on a classic trainer as you do not have the additional
resistance provided by a smart trainer. Conversely, descending on a smart trainer is easier
than a classic trainer, as a smart trainer reduces the resistance compared to a classic trainer.
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Further thoughts
Smart Trainer and the Zwift
setting "Trainer Difficulty" 
Whilst researching, this setting
was frequently referred to as it is
often misunderstood. The crucial
thing to remember is that no
matter whether the setting is Off or
Max, it has no effect on your
avatar in the game.
If set to "Off" then your smart
trainer will act as a classic trainer,
so there is no interactivity when it comes to inclines or descents
If set to "Max" then if a Zwift incline shows 10% then the gradient will feel like 10%
(assuming your trainer can replicate 10%). The default setting is midway (50%) so that a
10% incline will feel like 5%.
However descents are different. It is not widely known that when descending, the trainer
difficulty setting is hardwired at 50%, irrespective of where you set the slider. Therefore a
10% descent will feel like 5% if the trainer difficulty is set to Max. However if the trainer
difficulty is set midway between Off and Max, a 10% descent will feel like 2.5%. (If set to Off
a descent will feel like riding on the flat.)
GP Lama has an excellent video explaining this issue
Rider Hand Position (on brake hoods/on the drops)
When riding alone your avatar will be on the hoods until you exceed 33kph/20mph,
whereupon you will transfer to the drops.
I noticed that when in a group (travelling at more than 20mph) my avatar was on the hoods
whereas those around me were on the drops. Zwift does this to help me recognise my
avatar in the group. However, I am the only one to see my avatar on the hoods; those
around me see my avatar on the drops.
Recovery
This is difficult to put a finger on. I am finding that I get a good workout on Zwift, whether
that is by joining a group ride or by completing a workout, both of which leave me feeling
tired for the rest of the day. However, I have usually recovered by the following day.
Comparing that to Real Life, which whilst often not as intense, is generally longer and takes
longer to recover. Perhaps it can be explained that when riding on Zwift I can stop when I've
had enough, whereas in Real Life when I've had enough I still need to get home!
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Sprinting
In a group, if the ride leader
organises sprints you simply pay
attention to their instructions.
If riding solo, a leaderboard will
appear on the left of the dashboard
about 30 secs before the start. The
start is indicated by a beacon at the
side of the road. The finish is
considerably more obvious, being a
banner across the road.
Here is a video explaining how it works: 
In the video, the
leaderboard appears at
0m59s; the sprint start
some 30s later at
1m28s (notice the
green lights embedded
in the tarmac, which
don't appear in the
image above despite
being the same sprint
as in the video) and the
finish banner at 1m50s.
Segments
Segments are
similar to sprints 
again you need to
look out for the start
beacon. The image
shows the start for
Box Hill.

Ken Miller 21 December 2020
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Sprint start  London

Appendix  Zwift supported Classic Trainers
When choosing a classic trainer, I researched the Zwift website to check which trainers were
supported. Having selected and purchased a trainer from those available locally on Ebay, I
only then downloaded the game to find out the available trainers did not agree with the
website!
Therefore I thought it would be useful, to avoid others having the same issue, to list the
supported trainers as per the game. The following list is at December 2020.
BTWin
In Ride 100
In Ride 500
Blackburn
Mag1
Mag3
Mag6
Tech Mag Race
Tech Fluid
Trakstand Ultra
Cascade
Fluid Pro
Cycleops
Fluid 2
Supermagneto Pro
Jet Fluid
Mag
Magneto

Elite
Fluid Gray Roller
Fluid Red Roller
Fluid +
Hydro Mag
Mag Speed
Power Mag
Force Mag
Novo Force
Crono Fluid
Turbomuin Fluid
Feedback Sports
Omnium Portable
Giant
Cyclotron Fluid
Cyclotron Fluid ST
Cyclotron Fluid Comp
Cyclotron Mag
Cyclotron Auto
Growtac
GTRoller Flex 3

JetBlack
Z1
Z1 Pro Fluid
Z2 Fluid
M5 Mag Pro
S1 Sport Trainer
Kurt Kinetic
Road Machine
Rock & Roll

Nashbar
Fluid
Fluid Pro
RevBox
ERG MK6

Lemond
Revolution

Tacx
Booster
BlueMatic
BlueMotion
BlueTwist

Lifeline
TT01 Mag
TT02 Fluid

Travel Trac
Comp Fluid
Comp Mag +

Minoura
V270
B60
LR340
LR760
LR960
Magteqs Twin
RDA80D
RDA2429R
FG540
Magride60

1upUSA
CPR A2000
Hyroad Magnitude

The trainers highlighted in BLUE are zpower certified, meaning Zwift has calculated a
specific “power curve with acceleration”. All the others are certified as vpower where wattage
during accelerations will be less accurate than the six zpower trainers.
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